Healthcare You Can See
In the business of caring

Mountain Park is growing again! What the Tempe community once knew as Skipper Bud’s boat yard on Broadway and McClintock will soon be repurposed into a community health center focused on the needs of the Tempe community. We want every patient to have a healthcare experience that is tailored to them.

Treating each patient with respect is something we excel at Mountain Park — our patients are more like family than just a number. We are honored to be a trusted medical home providing healthcare to multiple generations under the same roof, in the same welcoming environment.
A shared vision

A medical home is a special place where patients can trust they will never be lost in the system. At Mountain Park, we have spent 35 years listening to our patients and the community, providing access to affordable healthcare in neighborhoods around the valley. This dedication to relationships is what allows us to serve more than 70,000 patients each year.

Thanks to The Global Sustainability Solution Services at Arizona State University, and other community partners, a visioning strategy was planned and activated to help guide our clinic design from the very beginning. We’ve listened to what the Tempe community wants out of a healthcare experience, and every inch of our new Tempe Clinic will be built with purpose, keeping the needs of our patients in mind. And now we are making that vision a reality.
Always welcoming, never just a number

Building upon the highlights of our innovative Gateway Clinic, we’re creating an approachable space that helps take patient care to the next level. Subtle touches connect back to our community helping patients feel relaxed and welcome the instant they arrive.

Highlights include:
- A waiting area that feels more like a living room than a doctor’s office, with space for people to read, work, and play.
- 40 large exam rooms which comfortably accommodate families, strollers and wheelchairs, to make appointments easier.
- Wide hallways that create an easy flow for staff collaboration and patient movement throughout the facility.
- Natural daylight, bright colors and open spaces to create a calm, inviting environment.
- Offering partner organizations access to our indoor meeting areas and facilities.
- An area for kids to be kids alongside common lobby spaces to encourage togetherness.
- Providing a space for our patients to engage with nature and art through our walking paths, play areas and public art installations.

For more information about Mountain Park, please contact:

Michelle Hernandez
Mountain Park Health Center, Senior Director, Marketing & Engagement
602-323-3447